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Aoyama Shinji,
how wounds slowly heal in the privacy of silence

 

 On a Sunday afternoon ( June the 8th, 2008) like many others, a man drove a rented truck through 
the wide intersection of Akihabara Electric Town. Thousands of people cross that intersection, 
which the municipality of Tokyo closes to traffic on these same Sunday afternoons, in order to keep
the constant flow of consumer ravage through the uncontable retailers scattered through this 
epitome centre. The man riding that rented truck suddenly interrupted that flow, by literally running
over it, smashing bodies against the truck windshields. People ran away from that mesmerizing 
encounter. Heavy bags of electronic aplliances were left abandoned on the street, heels broke in the 
sudden search for safety, the maids probably lost their cute little plastic rabbit ears. The man driving
the truck stopped, exited the vehicle, walked the same street he previously crushed, and started 
stabbing people with a kitchen knife he had just bought. At the end, he killed seven, while many 
others were left seriously injured. News reporters rushed to that scene of death, capturing images of 
blood and brain matter on the street, extorted interviews from shocked bystanders, and ran the news
throughout Japan, and then worldwide. They feasted on that for a couple of days at least, but the 
news has not yet left Japanese television screens and newspapers. Mountains of flowers are donated
by ordinary citizens on that Electric scene of crime. Tears are still shed, mostly by people who 
weren`t there. For those who managed to escape, a painful void will probably castrate their own 
daily lives. Recovery is always difficult, especially when such a random and unawaited event 
happens to you and not to another, and you are left all of a sudden asking yourself questions like: 
Why did I survive? Why did it happen to me? Is this some greater sign or just the banality of death 
showing itself?
 I think about the soldiers who never recovered from post traumatic syndrome. They had seen death,
they had caused death. They could never go back to the normality of their previous lives, and finally



realized they were not functional functioning citizens anymore. They were just left with their bare 
humanity, and no other occupation and project than remembering and processing that event which 
never overcomes the past but always remains in the present. Time fails to continue its normal 
course, and like a broken record keeps reproducing the same identical fragment. Then the record`s 
surface is so horribly scratched that the sound grows, or declines, to like a parasite, and can only 
lead to the complete loss of the entire body. Unuseful, discarded, unsanitary and irrational, it is 
nothing but waste. It acts as an ever stronger state of curruptedness, until the whole album is 
nothing than a piece of malformed vinyl, playing an unrecognizable magma of noises and laments. 
That fragment after such a dramatic alteration, after such an isolated event, creates the Other. 
Other than mercilessly throwing it away, one could try to listen to that adulterated record, and find 
it so completely different that it acquires a new identity. The record is still there, it is still a work of 
fatigue and of materials, but its content and present self is different. What you hear is a different 
record now, and what it now is is the result of a slow process which might give birth to a new 
beauty, the beauty of the unexpected, or the horror of the unknown. Recognizing this new identity is
also a birth of labour. One must struggle to keep that identity as a new self, and not discard it as the 
ruin of the old. 
 I think of how all this forest of hissing sounds and dissonant identities is similar to noise music, 
which director Aoyama Shinji (born in Kitakyushu, Fukuoka prefecture on July 13, 1964) 
immortalized in "Eri Eri rema sabakutani" (2005), the first film on this underground musical and 
artistic form. Paul Hegarty draws parallels between noise music and Guattari and Deleuze`s concept
of A Body without Organs: a music of the undifferentiated, always being developed, always 
provisional, imperfect and open to modification, never pure, never white, but currupted and 
germinating. Further, as noise is nothing but the cultural rejection of impure sounds, the individual 
itself is functional only in relation to others, to what society requires and expects from him. 
Although one cannot suffice alone, relationships with the other must be built on mutual grounds, 
and both sides need to freely express themselves in order to establish a discourse between equals. 
I watch news reports on television. Somehow, security cameras, a true voyeuristic obsession of 
contemporary Tokyo, a city that dreams itself as being under constant siege by unspecified others, 
under perennial need of security devices that will keep its population, its ocean of low scrambled 
houses and electric wires, safe and silent, have managed to capture the entire voyage of that 
Akihabara assassin. We see him buying the infamous knife, brandishing it inside the store, in front 
of the clerk, as if holding some phallic weapon in his hands. Then the scenes of that cruel crime. 
The running over and the stabbing. The people escaping. Than his blog entries, which made all the 
Internet community aware in advance of his intentions of killing others then himself. Internet truly 
provides us with great comfort and services. Japan has special task units to track down virtual 
announcements of suicidal tendencies. This time though, it didn`t work. As I fix my attention to 
those images, they slowly turn into a vortex of moving fragments and loose meaning. They keep 
going over and over on all channels, just like Suntory advertisements. They have no other meaning, 
no inner depth, other than slow captured images that mean nothing to me. I wasn`t there. They 
tranfix themselves and tranfix the viewer. They are only decipherable as images of a past event, 
"but the personal meaning they have for us is incommunicable, as is the secrecy of private life in 
general, regarding which we possess nothing but pitiful documents" (Guy Debord). For me, it is 
nothging than a television drama, whose actors are faceless because they perform unreal identities 
and acts. Eric Cazdyn recounts the 1995 release of sarin gas on a Tokyo subway by members of the 
cult sect Aum Shinrikyo. Japan never fully recovered from that event. Still now, finding a trash bin 
inside a train station is hard. Murakami Haruki even left fiction and wrote "Underground: The 
Tokyo Gas Attack and the Japanese Psyche" to try to make sense of those unecessary deaths. The 
Aum terroristic attempt shocked Japan and prepared the world for 9/11 and the London and Spanish
train bombings. The deaths provoked by sarin gas were so horrible and gruesome that the 
concentration camp tortures cannot but be recalled. In order to catch the Aum fugitives, Japanese 
police adopted the advertisement strategy of popular firms such as Hitachi, Sony and Asahi: 
covering the city with the terrorists` faces, placing huge billboards on every corner, on every 
television show. As Cazdyn notes though, "everyone in the country was so familiar with the seven 
faces that the police altered their strategy. One advertisement, for example, no longer showed the 



fugitives` faces; instead only the outlines of their faces remained, with their individual features cut 
out". Everyone was supposed to still be able to see, but infact, one of the Aum fugitive was not 
captured until he identified himself to the police in December 1996. "People are saturated with 
images and tend to see but not to see" (Cazdyn). One sees those images of the Akihabara crowd 
running away in fear, and of a policeman helping one of the injured, unaware of the killer about to 
stab him from behind. But the painful process of understanding and healing of those who managed 
to survive, and of the killer himself, surely a tormented human being as everyone else, cannot be 
reproduced on television. Interviews have a mesmerizing effect: compassion and sensationalism 
blend, and those recurring close-ups of people in tears in front of a microphone and a videocamera 
have a pornographic effect. They are all concentrated on those tears, the mucus running from their 
noses, the crying and shouting, just like a pornographic film would focus on genitalia and 
penetration. 
 It is surprising how all of this public and scopophiliac dimension is absent from Aoyama`s films.
He mostly deals with these traumas, how the individuals collide with scattered events and people 
who will inevitabily change their life courses and perceptions. The traumatic event is almost left 
unspoken. The bus hijacking of "Yurîka" (2000) is what we (as spectators) are left to see right at the
beginning. Short flashbacks of that torrid day are evoked during the monolithic lenght of the film 
( 217 min.), but all of the narrative revolves around the consequences of that event which the three 
survivers are left to bear alone (quite literally, since the children are abandoned by their parents, and
the bus driver by his wife and family, much like in "Tsumetai chi"(1997), where the detective, after 
being badly wounded by a shot fired by his own stolen gun, not only cannot continue his normail 
life and duty, but is also abandoned by his wife with whom he gets together again only after he 
finds his pistol and stops the chain of violence provoked by its simple possession).
Following Attali, "because our societies have the illusion that they change quickly, because the past 
slips away forgotten, because identity is intolerable, we still refuse to accept this plausible 
hypothesis: if our societies seem unpredictable, if the future is difficult to discern, it is perhaps quite
simple because nothing happens, exept for the artificially created pseudoevents and chance violence
that accompany the emplacement of repetitive society."
 From the television screens, images and events are replaceable, they are commodities of the present
and of the discourse of power. Honestly, reading Declan Hayes` "The Japanese Disease: Sex and 
Sleaze in Modern Japan", this recent Akihabara jiken or Sagawa Issei`s ferocious act seem nothing 
but unique. They are everyday life, or better, everyday discourses. They feed conversations and 
eyes, but for those who were not present, they mean little else. 
 Makoto (Eureka`s bus driver) is immediately escorted to a police car after the hijacker (a rather 
normal salaryman type driven to a murderous frenzy for unspecified causes. One can imagine those 
causes, and slowly begin to realize nobody is really immune from illness and loss of self) is finally 
killed by police. Shaking and terrorized, an obscure policeman stares at him, the surviving victim, 
and realizes that, like a parasite moving from one body to the other, proliferating, the call of 
violence will soon inhabit one of those same victims. Violence cannot but spread. Once the 
heterogenous (Bataille) exposes itself, the self rediscovers his own unknown self, and another, 
possibly opposite, identity will explode and occupy the previous existence. From this double 
movement, Makoto from the bus to the car, unknown desires from one body to the other, the 
inquisitive gazes and phallic cameras of journalists and reporters are completely absent. It is an 
abscence full of meaning, so uncommon, so unseen in our time. The tragedy of these exchanges, the
alterations it will bear, cannot be grasped by any eye. They are private and silent processes, 
something only existence itself will reveal in its own unfolding. Death and violence are endemic, 
once aroused they cannot be stopped, and even a pure act of will is often insufficient (in "Helpless" 
(1996), the yakuza friend who comes back from jails even tries to execute his own mentally 
handicapped sister Yuki once he falls back again into the spiral of violence, and in the sequel "Sad 
Vacation" (2007), his friend Kenji (played by the recurring Tadanobu Asano), a beautiful young 
outcast, when first approached by violence, simply won`t be able to give it up. Himself, altough 
rather disinterestedly, interwined with organized crime, tries to put his past behind, adopting one of 
his own victims, a Chinese orphan kid, and taking care of Yakuza`s sister, and trying to reestablish 
a relationship with his runaway mother Chiyoko, but at the end, will end up killing his own step-



brother, a rebellious spoiled youth who raped Yuki, and probably serving the rest of his troubled 
life in jail, while his girlfriend is bearing his child. The past comes back inevitably: ten years 
before, Kenji was just a rebellious youth fascinated by motorcycles, but it all started with his fishing
friend Yakuza's return and revenges. He is captivated, drugged by violnce, there is no way he can 
escape it. Just as his friend comes back, the Chinese Yakuza comes back and kills the Chinese kid 
he adopted. His neglectful mother comes back and disrupts all his life. All the information that was 
given in "Helpless" about Kenji was that he took care of his old ill father. When the violence starts, 
he cannot get in contact with his dad, who accomplishes the suicide he had desired for a long time. 
 The struggle to live the present is just so hard and painful, one cannot endure it alone. New 
alliances are made, but not with old friends and relatives, but with other victims of traumas who 
cannot bear that weight alone. Kenji and Yuki take care of each other. The detective and his 
executioner, a young artist stricken by terminal cancer, sympathize with each other. They know 
death is always at their door, and that they themselves are nothing but commodities, replaceable 
items within the indifferent order of things. Makoto, the bus driver, and the two children who were 
also on that bus, end up living together, and start a journey across Kitakyushu, starting from that 
same parking space where the long siege had taken place. During this wandering (on a different 
kind of bus), the victim of the virus of violence reveals to be one of the kids, who cannot stop 
killing random people. Once stopped by Makoto, now himself close to death because of an 
unspecified disease, the kid will have to spend the rest of his life in mental institutions, in a deeper 
despair than that of death itself. Makoto understands him, he too was fascinated by the call of death,
and, although heart broken, brings the child to the police. His will be a life of solitude and 
resignation, but not that different from the daily lives of ordinary people. The other child, a girl who
refused to speak after the trauma, will be met again in "Sad Vacation", living in that same desperate 
community where Kenji, Yuki and the Chinese kid found temporary refuge. A community of 
runaways and disfunctional individuals, all struggling against a past which would not recede.      
Freedom is apparent. The past will come back anyway, and anyway life is too long to flow 
untouched for all its unbearable lenght. In "Eri Eri rema sabakutani" (the title itself rather clear: the 
words of Christ on the cross, God, why have you forgotten me?), two noise musicians live together 
in a desolated country landscape and all they do is search for sounds, noise, the unwanted and 
unexpected collisions of objects, archive them like memories, and create their art with these 
discharged glimpses of truth. Nothing else exists for them. A disease ravages throughout Japan, and
maybe the world: suicide, the "lemming syndrome". Mizui (Asano) and Asahara (the real life 
musician Nakahara, known as Violent Onsen Geisha and now Hair Stylistics), the two musicians, 
try not to mention, although aware of, that suicidal tendency of Asahara himself, already 
contaminated, but trying to heal thorugh art. Their lives are disrupted thoughout by an oddly 
assorted company, a millionare, his daughter and his servant. They are convinced of the healing 
capacity of the duo`s music, but cannot convince them to help. Asahara though gives up, and Mizui 
builds for his dead friend a funeral pyre on the seashore, offering one of the most austere and 
touching scenes of contemporary cinema. The musician`s corpse slowly burns in one long shot, 
while his friend records on tape the sound of his flesh, momories, wood and the mourning of the 
ocean itself with its hypnotic recurring waves. Asahara`s death will be the sonic material for 
sorrowful compositions in the future: an isolated and unquestionable event, death, as the seed of 
infinite chances and possibilities of art, reaching the absoluteness of eternity through recollection 
and hearing. Another separated family, but a separation which will bring to Mizui`s commitment to 
save the girl`s life: the final astonishing open air scene shows the musician playing a cathartic 
improvisation in an endless field for the girl only. 
 The ending is left open, undone, no happy ending is offered to the viewer. Mizui`s help is not 
provoked by moral principles or unexpected altruism: he is forced to it by his past, by his friend`s 
death and memory. No clue is given about what the future will be like, about the characters` 
existences and prospects. All we know is that Mizui did all he had to do, what was necessary in 
order to reconcile with his friend`s passing-away, and instill what remains of that vanished life into 
the hopeless girl.
 "Eri Eri..." too, as most of all Aoyama`s films ( and also, most of contenmporary Japanese art 
house films, thinking about Kitano Takeshi, Kurosawa Kiyoshi, Tsukamoto Shin`ya...), shares the 



scarcity of spoken words, almost an absence. Donald Richie tells us about the Japanese distrust of 
spoken words, but I find Brian Moeran`s ( quoted in Word and Image in Japanese Cinema” )
suggestive comments more suitable: "In Japan... the appreciation of beauty, the sexual climax and 
the attainment of selflessness when face to face with death, are all moments when language is 
driven from man`s mind and time is conquered... And, at the same time, the conquering of time 
becomes the conquering of space between self and other. In short, violence is a kind of 
communitas" . From this, various issues can be drawn. 

 First, the common depiction of Japanese people as silent, humble and quiet. Maybe, but any night 
in an Izakaya will convince you of the contrary. There are different moments for different feelings 
and sensations. The performative expression of these comes naturally along. While "Chinpira" 's 
(1996) and "Helpless"`s Yakuza outcasts are loquaciously extreme in any of their gestures and 
words, opposite are the characters of "Sad Vacation" and "Eri..". This diversity, this contrast, cannot
but bring a social and class analysis and readings of the multiple layers of meaning of Aoyama`s 
films. Yakuza, serial killers, outcasts, children, all of them are involved in the same narrative of 
infirmity. All of them are facing demons of the past and present. All of them are alienated from 
their former self, from their lives, from society and from hope. "Shikata ga nai" could be said, and 
the short glimpses of humor throughout the films may go in this direction. But may also go in the 
direction of the absurd and of the unjust, of the cruelty of life`s freedom and of how we are at times,
or from birth, alienated by chance from this same intrinsic freedom.
Again from Richie, "Alienation, however, has another, further meaning. It means to divert, to 
transfer, to put the old to new purposes. In this sense alienation can be seen as change, a vital rather 
than static quality. The romantic must see it as an end, but the pragmatic may view it as a 
continuation".
 If alienation meant absolute freedom and fullfilment of contingent desires in Wakamatsu Koji and 
Oshima Nagisa, in Aoyama it is just another impediment to existence, another obstacle to overcome
with sweat and blood. Speaking of obstacles, journey and alienation from places, from home is also 
a recurring topic. Aoyama`s characters cannot find appeasement in any of the places they stumble 
upon. Settling down is just impossible: the adversities to rest are overwhealming. One cannot but 
keep on driving to even more remote places, hoping to find an answer along the way. At least, this 
is what the bus driver from "Eureka" did, and succeded. Even death can be a just end to travail. 
None of these characters adjusts to the modest and "righteous" way of life of the salaryman. None 
of them joins the body of the State. All of them are left alone to find their own ways of healing and 
living. Masses and mainstream discourses are once again left out of the way.
 Whether it is Tokyo ("An Obsession") or Kitakyushu (the informal trilogy of "Helpless", Eri...", 



"Sad Vacation"), crowds and society in general are absent. These are the places where the 
individual struggles with memory, with himself, locations of conscience and of sorrow, or transfer 
and journey, and not scenes of exchange and communication. What these people are left to struggle 
against is just too much for words. The inesplicable and incommunicable decenter and attack the 
individual. 
What really reigns are sounds, sceneries and faces. All of these can be summarized in one object: 
memory. 
 First, the sounds. There is hardly any silent scene, just as in real life. The somber moments we face 
as spectators are colored by a multitude of sounds which mostly pass unnoticed in common day life.
Here they resound, until the climax of "Eri..." where noise dominates perception. The beauty of 
"Eri..." (being myself a noise music fan and musician, a pure visual and auditorial ecstasy) is how 
these unnamed countryside landscapes shine both in noise and in colors, so vivid and so bright, 
almost saturated in those compositions of blue and green that fullfill the screen and the eye ( it 
reminds me of Kurosawa Akira`s late "Dreams" Van Gogh scene...). 
 "Eureka" is almost entirely shot in a sad sepia tone, indeed, the color of old worn photographs, the 
color of memories, of the nostalgia we sense for those who have passed away.
Color and sounds in Aoyama`s other films are usually much more controlled and muted, like "An 
Obsession" and "Sad Vacation", but one must also consider the stories and places (and economic 
relationships) they narrate. The world of crime, of illness, poverty, of depression, and the colors 
these states reflect. Aoyama himself was born in Kitakyushu, and to his origins devoted a trilogy. In
an interview with Mark Schilling (Japan Times, 2007/10/07), the director recounts: 
 "At the beginning of the 20th century, Kitakyushu became a center for steel-making. The 
population quickly grew. Just before the start of the war, it was up to 1 million. But then the steel 
industry left Japan and by the 1980's all the steel mills had closed. Now, in the present century, 
Kitakyushu has become a tourist spot. In other words, it`s a place where you can see the history of 
industrial development in Japan... But the image of Kitakyushu I carry in my head is the way it used
to be: dirty. For me the clean new Fukuoka is a kind of make up: it`s not real."
A country of depression and decline. A post-industrial nation traumatized by the end of the bubble 
economy, of the Kobe earthquake, of a savage and destructive over construction which made it`s 
gentle soil and profile a chaos of abandoned industries, low roof shacks and monstrous monuments. 
Japan has ruined itself in the name of capitalism, and Kurosawa Akira`s "Dodesukaden"(1970) 
landscapes don`t seem so removed from the present. Also, many of its people were left abandoned. 
A simplicistic view of honest hardworking merry countryside people would be a lie: they have to 
care for their own business too, they don`t have time to take care of others`. 
 All of this places Aoyama in a kind of humanism diverse from Kurosawa Akira`s universal one: an
individualistic one. A humanism portrayed by the camera, a humanism where we can sympathize 
with those losing characters, and think about our own failures and losses. They communicate almost
involuntarily, through landscapes, sounds, silences, and faces. An ocean of impressions and 
memories. As Karatani (quoted in Cazdyn`s) writes, "the naked face – the naked face as a kind of 
landscape – took on meaning in and of itself and what had been insignificant became profoundly 
significant". So little word is at times capable of conveying, so profound the body instead.
 I would like to close with two different ending sequences. One, from "An Obsession", the other, 
from "Sad Vacation". In the first one, the detective leaves behind a double suicide and starts a new 
course in life. In front of an emprty baseball stadium, he desperately jumps in the air, almost to 
reach something untold. A gas masked death squad passes next to him riding on a military jeep, one
last time, but exactly when everybody would have thought all the drama had finally come to an end.
It has not. Shadows are bound to come back again. 
 The second one, a huge soap bubble floats above the characters, a dream like sequence so absurd as
life itself. It will all be forgotten anyway, swept away by the waves of the ocean of time, so why 
bother suffering anyway?
 For these reasons I consider Aoyama Shinji an auteur.

 




